Gallium-67 lung uptake: conjugate-view technique.
A conjugate-view technique is derived for calculation of absolute gallium-67 (Ga-67) uptake from scintillation-camera images. The technique combines counts of posterior and anterior images of the lung with an attenuation correction obtained from cobalt-57 (Co-57) transmission imaging. The formulation is such that the effects of Compton scatter build-up are accounted for. Studies utilizing a canine model indicated that, normally, more activity is located in the chest wall than in the lungs. The quantitative technique must therefore accurately account for a variety of Ga-67 distributions, including that in the chest wall. Calculations were performed using a three-component model comparing results obtained with the conjugate-view approach to the actual uptake. These calculations suggest that an assumption of uniform activity distribution allows an accuracy of approximately +/- 10% over a broad range of body-part thicknesses and uptake by the lungs. It was concluded that the conjugate-view technique is necessarily approximate but can provide clinically useful results.